
Planets D6 / Pabu

Name: Pabu

Suns: 1

Atmosphere: Breathable

Surface water: Ocean

Points of interest: Pabu

Fauna: Moon-yo, Pabu fish

Immigrated species: Aqualish (Quara), Arcona, Bith, Human, Rodian, Twi'lek

Primary language(s): Galactic Basic Standard

Description: Pabu was a planet host to a small remote island, which was a haven for refugees displaced

during the Clone Wars and others after. Around 18 BBY, Clone Force 99 traveled to the location to reach

Pabu, which was recommended by Phee Genoa as a place where Cid could not find them and where

they could settle down with Omega. Genoa described the location as her "home away from home."

Places of Interest

Pabu Island

Pabu was a remote island located on the tropical planet Pabu. It was led by its mayor, Shep Hazard, and

its inhabitants were mostly refugees from the Clone Wars. Although it had limited resources, Pabu

provided a friendly atmosphere for refugees that was free of the presence of the Galactic Empire. Phee

Genoa regarded it as her "home away from home."

The island experienced sea surges on occasion. As such, a large wall was built around Upper Pabu to

protect it. However, after years, Pabu expanded into Lower Pabu as more inhabitants arrived.

Upper Pabu featured the Archium, which stored rescued artifacts from around the galaxy. It also housed

the early warning system, which was used to alert the residents of a sea surge. Just outside the Archium

was a large landing pad at the very top of the island.

By around 18 BBY, there had not been a major sea surge in almost thirty years. However, that year, the

island experienced a series of tremors, which led to a large surge. The surge damaged most of Lower

Pabu; however, all of the residents escaped to the safety of Upper Pabu with the help of Clone Force 99.

Lower Pabu

Lower Pabu was the newer part of the remote island on Pabu. It was wrecked around 18 BBY when a

sea surge was caused by tremors under Pabu. However, its inhabitants were able to reach the safety of

Upper Pabu with the help of Clone Force 99 and Phee Genoa.

Upper Pabu

Upper Pabu was the older part of the remote island on Pabu. It was home to the Archium and defended

by a large seawall that protected the area from sea surges. In 18 BBY, when a sea surge damaged the



newer part of the island, Lower Pabu, the islanders retreated here, aided by Clone Force 99 and Phee

Genoa.

Archium

The Archium was a structure in Upper Pabu, the older section of the remote island on Pabu. It housed

artifacts from all over the galaxy, as well as an early warning system, which alerted the inhabitants of

Pabu when the island was at risk of a sea surge. 
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